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ABSTRACT

In software testing, it is very hard to achieve high cov-
erage with the program under test, leaving many behav-
iors unexplored. To alleviate this problem, various auto-
mated test generation and augmentation approaches have
been proposed, among which symbolic execution and search-
based techniques are the most competitive, while each has
key challenges to be solved. Different from prior work, we
present a new methodology for regression testing – Isomor-
phic Regression Testing, which explores the behaviors of
the program under test by creating its variants (i.e., mod-
ified programs) instead of generating tests. In this paper,
we make the first implementation of isomorphic regression
testing through an approach named ISON , which creates
program variants by negating branch conditions. The re-
sults show that ISON is able to additionally execute 5.3%
to 80.0% branches that are originally uncovered. Further-
more, ISON also detects a number of faults not detected
by a popular automated test generation tool (i.e., EvoSuite)
under the scenario of regression testing.

CCS Concepts

•Software and its engineering → Software testing
and debugging;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software testing aims to assure the quality of the software

under test through detecting its abnormal behaviors [50, 48].
However, it is practically impossible to explore all behav-
iors [48, 59, 7, 6], especially for large complex software. To
measure to what extent the software behaviors are covered
by software testing, a large number of test adequacy crite-
ria [22, 1] have been proposed.
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To help developers to explore more behaviors of a pro-
gram, traditional work [16, 12, 10, 17, 33] usually focused
on the automatic test generation methodology – automati-
cally generating more tests with high test adequacy. To our
knowledge, symbolic execution based test generation [28, 10,
5] and search-based test generation [36, 1] are among the
most competitive test generation techniques, both seeking
high test adequacy by generating specific tests. However,
although traditional automatic test generation approaches
are widely used in generating new tests from scratch or aug-
menting existing tests [47, 56], they have various well-known
challenges to be solved. For example, symbolic execution
approaches have trouble dealing with program paths related
to library code, structurally complex objects, strings, arrays,
loops, etc. [54, 55], whereas search-based approaches suffer
greatly from the “flat fitness landscape” problem (i.e., the
fitness function produces the same fitness value for different
tests) [30]. Due to these challenges, traditional automatic
test generation techniques can hardly achieve high test ade-
quacy, leaving potential abnormal behaviors undetected.

Different from prior work, in this paper we present a new
idea – Isomorphic Regression Testing, which detects ab-
normal behaviors of the program under test by creating its
variants (i.e., modified programs) instead of generating tests.
Isomorphic regression testing is proposed based on the hy-
pothesis that the behaviors of some variants of the program
under test can be regarded as the program’s extended be-
haviors, and thus can also be explored to help detect faults.
Based on this hypothesis, when making some identical mod-
ifications on two versions of programs, the behaviors of the
two modified programs would be the same, unless there are
faults (or changes) in the new version. In particular, isomor-
phic regression testing forces the existing tests to execute the
originally uncovered code by modifying the isomorphic code
(i.e., identical code fragments) of two program versions. The
behaviors1 of the modified programs are then compared to
check if abnormal behaviors are induced in the new version.
It is worth mentioning that since isomorphic regression test-
ing detects faults through the extended behaviors of a pro-
gram, there is a threat that some extended behaviors may
be unreliable. This threat can be alleviated by executing
the program variants for multiple times, and the tests with
unreliable behaviors can be skipped via further analysis.

In this paper, we propose ISON (ISOmorphic regression
testing through Negation) – the first step to implementing
isomorphic regression testing which generates program vari-

1Program behaviors can be expressed through test outputs.
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ants by negating branch conditions. With ISON , the cur-
rent tests would be forced to execute the branches that are
originally uncovered, and thus can assist in revealing faults.
To evaluate the effectiveness of ISON , we applied it to 10
real-world Java projects downloaded from Github. The re-
sults show that ISON enhances the test effectiveness of these
projects by executing 5.3% to 80.0% uncovered branches.
Besides, the experimental results show that ISON detects a
number of faults that cannot be detected by state-of-the-art
EvoSuite in regression testing.

The idea of Isomorphic Regression Testing, includ-
ing its implementation ISON , has the following inherent in-
novation. First, it is the first attempt in software testing
that detects abnormal behaviors of a program without test
augmentation. In particular, it strengthens the effective-
ness of an individual test without modifying the test itself.
Second, it presents a new type of test oracles, which deter-
mines whether the program under test behaves as expected
by comparing the execution results of this program and its
variants. Actually, this type of test oracles can be viewed as
an extension of metamorphic relations [8]. Third, it implies
a new application of mutation testing [25, 60, 61] for fault
detection, since the program variants generated by ISON are
one type of mutants (i.e., generated by branch negation op-
erator). Finally, ISON can also be treated as a lightweight
variant of traditional symbolic execution [29, 9, 28], i.e., sys-
tematic path exploration without expensive path constraint
solving. The paper makes the following contributions:

• An Isomorphic Regression Testing methodology
to detect abnormal program behaviors, which gener-
ates program variants instead of tests for exploring
uncovered program behaviors.

• An ISON approach that implements isomorphic re-
gression testing through systematically generating pro-
gram variants by negating branch conditions.

• A thorough evaluation on 10 real-world projects, which
indicates that ISON can additionally execute up to
80% originally-uncovered branches, and detect up to
69.6% originally-undetected faults.

• An empirical comparison and combination with state-
of-the-art automated test generation approach, Evo-
Suite, demonstrating the promising future of applying
ISON in detecting faults in regression testing.

2. ISON
In this section, we first illustrate ISON with a motivating

example in Section 2.1 and then introduce the three steps of
ISON from Section 2.2 to Section 2.4.

2.1 Motivating Example
Figure 1 shows two versions of an example program, which

is adapted from the prior work [10] in symbolic execution.
This program checks if the element in an array with a certain
index is 5. If it is, the program returns the element’s next el-
ement, otherwise, the program returns 0. However, develop-
ers induce a fault in developing version P 0, i.e., changing the
fourth element of array numCreated from 4 to 5. To guaran-
tee the quality of the new program (shown by Figure 1(2)),
developers write some test inputs {t1 = 0, t2 = 1, t3 = 2}
for method indexParam, which cover only the false branch
of indexParam (i.e., Lines 10). Note that in this case, both
t=3 and t=4 will cover Line 9, while only t=3 can reveal the
fault in Line 2. To test version P 0, automatic test genera-

(1) old version P

1 public static int[] createNumbers() {
2 int[] numCreated = new int[] {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10};
3 return numCreated;
4 }
5

6 public static int indexParam(int index) {
7 int[] numbers = createNumbers();
8 if (numbers[index] == 5){
9 return numbers[index+1];

10 } else{ return 0;}
11 }

(2) new version P 0

1 public static int[] createNumbers() {

2 int[] numCreated = new int[] {1,2,3, 5 ,5,6,7,8,9,10,11};
3 return numCreated;
4 }
5

6 public static int indexParam(int index) {
7 int[] numbers = createNumbers();
8 if (numbers[index] == 5){
9 return numbers[index+1];

10 } else{ return 0;}
11 }

Figure 1: Motivating example.

tion approaches can be used to generate new tests. However,
symbolic-execution based test generation tools fail to cover
method indexParam [10] (i.e., array numbers is unknown).
Although search-based test generation tools are able to gen-
erate tests, they may seek only code coverage and omit the
proper tests (i.e., t=3) to reveal the fault. For example, Evo-
Suite2 generates 6 tests for this program, which only invoke
method indexParam with the parameter value of 4 (i.e., t=3
is not included in the 6 tests).

Different from traditional automatic test augmentation
approaches, ISON executes the uncovered branch through
generating program variants. Figure 2 shows the basic pro-
cess: when aiming to test program P 0, first, ISON com-
pares the methods of program P and P 0 through their CFGs,
and detects that P and P 0 have identical code portion (i.e.,
method indexParam), as shown in Figure 2(1); second, ISON
detects that the true branch of P 0 in Line 9 is uncovered af-
ter executing the existing tests, as shown in Figure 2(2);
third, for both program P and P 0, ISON negates a branch
condition (i.e., node L8, in Line 8 of Figure 1) so as to create
program variants Pm and P 0

m (i.e., which would return the
next element responding to each index except element 5),
and forces the tests to execute the true branch, as shown
in Figure 2(3); finally, ISON compares the outputs of pro-
gram variants against each test (i.e., t(Pm) and t(P 0

m)), and
detects a different behavior through test t3=2, as shown in
Figure 2(4). As program P and P 0 behave equally with
the existing tests before negation, the different behaviors
detected after negation are exposed by the newly executed
branch, and may indicate a potential fault in the newly de-
veloped program P 03.

2A popular search-based test generation tool for Java (http:
//www.evosuite.org/).
3Also, in this example, if the developers change the third
element from 3 to 2 by mistake, no test augmentation ap-
proaches can detect the fault, while ISON can.
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Figure 2: The process that ISON checks the mo-
tivating example. Each subgraph is a control flow
graph (i.e., CFG) of method indexParam. Red nodes
represent branch conditions. Purple nodes repre-
sent negated conditions. Labels beside each node
indicate the line number of the corresponding code.
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Figure 3: Overview of ISON

From the process above, ISON contains three steps, as
Figure 3 shows.

• Step1: Isomorphism identification. ISON con-
structs a CFG for each method of P and P 0 so as to
identify the matched code portions inside each method
between P and P 0. More details are in Section 2.2.

• Step2: Branch exploration. For each pair of matched
code inside each method, ISON systematically negates
their branch conditions to generate program variants
to cover the uncovered branches of P 0. More details
are in Section 2.3.

• Step3: Output analysis. ISON compares the out-
puts of P and P 0 as well as the outputs of their pro-
gram variants so as to identify the different behaviors
induced from P to P 0. Developers may further check
whether such a different behavior indicates a fault.
More details are in Section 2.4.

2.2 Isomorphism Identification
Isomorphic regression testing requires identical modifica-

tions on the program P 0 and its previous version P , to make
sure that their behaviors would be changed in the same way
and thus are comparable. To ensure this, ISON first identi-
fies isomorphic code (i.e., isomorphism) inside each method
between these two programs. In this work, we use control
flow graphs (CFGs)4 [64] to identify isomorphic code. More
concretely, ISON first identifies the methods of P and P 0

that share the same source code path, method names, and
parameters, which will most probably contain isomorphic
code. Then, for each pair of matched methods, ISON con-
structs their CFGs and makes a comparison to identify their

4In this paper, CFGs are generated with Soot : http://sable.
github.io/soot/.

ALGORITHM 1: Isomorphism identification

Input: P 0: a program under test
Input: P : previous version of P 0

Output: G: identical sub-CFGs in P and P 0

// get matched methods in P and P 0

1 for m0 in P 0 do

2 for m in P do

3 if m=m0 then

4 M ← M
S

< m,m0 >; // M: {< mi,m
0

i >}
5 end

6 break
7 end

8 end

9 for each < m,m0 > in < M,M 0 > do

10 U ← generateCFG(m)
11 U 0 ← generateCFG(m0)

// get matched sub-CFGs for each matched methods

12 N ← matchCFG(U.root, U 0.root)
13 < g, g0 >← getSubGraph(U ,U 0,N)
14 G ← G

S
< g, g0 >; // G: {< gi, g

0

i >}
15 end

Function matchCFG

Input: U , U 0: the CFGs of two matched methods
Input: n, n0: the root node of U and U 0

Output: N : the set of matched node pairs inside each
CFG pair

1 if n and n0 are compared then
2 return
3 else
4 mark n and n0 as compared
5 end
6 if n equals n0 then
7 mark n and n0 as matched
8 N ← N

S
< n, n0 > ; // N: {< ni, n

0

i >}
9 for nnext,n

0

next in the succeeding nodes of n, n0 do
10 matchCFG(nnext, n

0

next)
11 end

12 end

mismatched nodes5. Note that any difference in two nodes
would lead to mismatches, and all the subsequent nodes of a
mismatched node would be regarded as mismatched, too. By
removing the mismatched nodes, ISON constructs matched
sub-CFGs for these matched methods, which make the final
identified isomorphic code portion. Note that as the moti-
vating example shows, the code that contains faults which
are newly introduced in the new version will not be matched,
but they may still be covered after negation.

The detailed process is shown in Algorithm 1. For any
P and P 0, this algorithm produces a set of identical sub-
CFGs in these two programs. In particular, Lines 1–8 are to
find the matched method set M (i.e., {< mi,m

0

i >}) of P
and P 0. Only the methods with the same source code path,
names, and parameters are regarded as matched (i.e., Line
3). The remaining lines are to identify the isomorphic code
in these methods one by one. Within the loop, Lines 10 and
11 are to generate CFGs U and U 0 for each pair of matched
methods < m,m0 >. Line 12 is to compare CFGs U and U 0

so as to identify their common node set N , through function
matchCFG. Line 13 is to take out the common sub-CFG
from U and U 0 based on the common node set N .

5Each node is a Soot unit corresponding to a statement.
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Furthermore, we present the detailed implementation of
function matchCFG. Taking the root nodes of two CFGs
as inputs, this function compares each pair of correspond-
ing nodes < ni, n

0

i > through CFG traverse, and produces
the common node set N . Specifically, Lines 1–5 are to avoid
comparing node pairs that have been compared before. Line
6 judges if two nodes are matched (i.e., the two nodes must
have exactly the same content). If yes, the node pair would
be remarked as matched, and put into the node set N (i.e,
{< ni, n

0

i >}) (i.e., Line 8), while the function goes on
traversing each CFG (e.g., depth-first6) and comparing the
successor nodes of n and n0 (i.e., Line 9–11). If no, this
function stops visiting the current node, and backtracks.

2.3 Branch Exploration
In this section, we present how ISON negates branch

conditions so as to explore uncovered branches. For the
matched sub-CFGs in P and P 0, ISON first executes P and
P 0 with a common test set and identifies the branches that
are not covered, then removes the branches that cannot be
explored even after negation, and generates program vari-
ants Pm and P 0

m by negating one branch condition at a
time. The program variants that are generated by negat-
ing n conditions are called n-depth-negation program
variants. After generating the 1-depth-negation program
variants, ISON checks the uncovered branches in the pro-
gram variants, filters them, and goes on generating the 2-
depth-negation program variants, and so on, until all the
possible branches are executed. The outputs of P and P 0,
as well as all their variants Pm and P 0

m, are recorded for
output analysis, which is the next step of ISON and will be
introduced in Section 2.4.

Algorithm 2 shows the detailed process. The algorithm
takes the matched sub-CFGs G as well as a common test
set T of P and P 0 as inputs, generates program variants
depth by depth, and produces the outputs of P , P 0 and their
program variants. Specifically, the algorithm first generates
the 1-depth-negation program variants, which can be
divided into the following 3 steps.

• Step1: Collect original outputs. Lines 3 and 4 are
to execute the original program P and P 0 against each
test so as to collect outputs O(P ) and O(P 0) (Lines 5
and 6), as well as the uncovered branches Bu and B0

u.
• Step2: Prepare negation queue. In Line 2, nega-

tion queueQ is initialized, which is a collection of nega-
tion sets. Each negation set is composed of the con-
ditions to negate for executing an uncovered branch
(Line 10). To construct each negation set, the algo-
rithm identifies those uncovered branches that (1) have
conditional statements within the matched sub-CFGs
(i.e., G) between two versions, (2) can be executed af-
ter negation, i.e., the branches whose sibling branch7

is covered, and (3) are not covered by other test cases
by filtering Bu and B0

u (Lines 7 and 8). Note that
the third condition is optional (more details in Sec-
tion 3.3). The constructed negation sets are then put
into the negation queue to wait for negation (Line 11)
to generate the 1-depth-negation program variants.

6We adopt the same traversing strategy on each CFG to
make sure that the matched nodes also have the same posi-
tion.
7The branch that shares the same branch condition with
this branch.

ALGORITHM 2: Branch exploration

Input: G: the set of matched sub-CFGs of P and P 0

Input: T : a common test set of P and P 0

Output: O(P ),O(Pm): outputs of P and its variant Pm

Output: O(P 0),O(P 0

m): outputs of P 0 and its variant P 0

m

1 for each t in T do

2 Q← ∅ ; // initialize queue Q

// get original outputs and uncovered branches

3 t(P ), Bu ← execute(P , t);
4 t(P 0), B0

u ← execute(P 0, t);
5 O(P ) ← O(P )

S
t(P )

6 O(P 0) ← O(P 0)
S

t(P 0)
7 Bf ← filter(Bu,G); // filter uncovered branches

8 B0

f
← filter(B0

u,G);

9 for each n in Bf or B0

f
do

10 S ← <n.condition>; // 1-depth negation set

11 Q.push(S);
12 end

13 while Q is not empty do

14 curNegSet ← Q.poll(); // current negation set

15 curDepth ← size of curNegSet; // negation depth

16 Pm ← negate(P ,curNegSet);
17 P 0

m ← negate(P 0,curNegSet);
// get new outputs and uncovered branches

18 t(Pm), Bu ← execute(Pm, t);
19 t(P 0

m), B0

u ← execute(P 0

m, t);
20 O(Pm) ← O(Pm)

S
t(Pm)

21 O(P 0

m) ← O(P 0

m)
S

t(P 0

m)
22 Bf ← filter(Bu,G);
23 B0

f
← filter(B0

u,G);

24 for each n in Bf or B0

f
do

25 Snext ← curNegSet
S

n.condition ; // depth+1

26 Q.push(Snext);
27 end

28 end

29 end

30 return O(P ),O(Pm),O(P 0),O(P 0

m)

• Step3: Generate and execute program variants.
For each negation set in the negation queue, Lines 16
and 17 are to generate program variants, and Lines 18
and 19 are to collect the new outputs as well as the
newly uncovered branches.

After generating the 1-depth-negation program variants,
some branches may remain un-executed, which need vari-
ants with multi-depth negation (i.e., the variants generated
by negating more than one conditions at the same time).
To solve this problem, the algorithm updates the uncovered
branches and further filters branches (through Lines 18–23)
after 1-depth-negation, and prepares a negation set for each
updated identified branch. The process above is repeated,
until there is no more negation set added. Note that a nega-
tion set may contain more than one condition, which should
be negated together so as to generate a program variant ex-
ecuting the corresponding branch. The largest size of the
negation sets is called negation depth. Also, as usually
there is more than one negation set in the negation queue, a
good negation order may help to find more faults in limited
time. For ISON , there are many possible negation strate-
gies, such as choosing negation set randomly, or prioritizing
negation sets. In the future, we will systematically investi-
gate how negation strategies affect the effectiveness of ISON .

2.4 Output Analysis
To observe the behavior difference between P and P 0 so

as to identify possible faults in P 0, ISON records the test
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outputs of P , P 0 and their program variants Pm and P 0

m
8

through the branch exploration process. More specifically,
for each common test t, its preceding four outputs are de-
noted as t(P ), t(P 0), t(Pm) and t(P 0

m), which can be com-
pared to expose newly induced behaviors in P .

Under the scenario of regression testing, when t(P )! =
t(P 0), test t directly detects different behaviors between P

and P 0 without the help of ISON . However, when t(P ) =
t(P 0), the branches covered by t fail to expose any differ-
ences between P and P 0, while the uncovered branches are
unexplored. With this prerequisite, ISON compares t(Pm)
and t(P 0

m): if they are equal, the newly executed branches
do not expose any differences, neither; otherwise, some dif-
ferent behaviors are propagated through and only through
the newly executed branches in program variants. To deter-
mine whether the different behaviors imply any faults, the
same with existing automatic test generation/augmentation
techniques [47, 56, 12, 13], developers or testers may perform
manual inspection.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this study, we address four research questions.
• RQ1: What’s the overall effectiveness (in terms of

program coverage improvement and fault detection im-
provement) of ISON ?

• RQ2: How does ISON perform in improving each
test’s effectiveness?

• RQ3: How does negation depth affect the effectiveness
of ISON ?

• RQ4: How does ISON perform comparing to tradi-
tional automated test generation approaches?

3.1 Tools
ISON implementation tool. ISON has been implemented
as a prototype for Java programs with JUnit tests. In im-
plementation, we use Soot program analysis framework9 for
isomorphism identification, ASM bytecode manipulation en-
gine10 for branch negation and output analysis. The source
code of ISON is available on our homepage11.
Mutant generation tool. We use Major12 to generate
mutants in the evaluation, because most mutation tools (e.g.,
Javalanche13 and Pitest14) do not produce mutants with ac-
cessible source code whereas Major does. On the other side,
Major is the only mutation tool whose mutants are proved
to simulate real faults well [26].
Test generation tool. We compare our approach with
state-of-the-art test generation tool EvoSuite15 in our evalu-
ation. EvoSuite is a search-based test generation tool which
is capable to generate test oracles and deal with various cases
that other test generation techniques/tools cannot handle [12].
Moreover, it has been reported to be one of the most prac-
tical and robust test generation tools [10]. We also tried to
compare our technique with state-of-the-art symbolic execu-

8More discussion about the reliability of Pm and P 0

m is in
Section 3.5 and Section 5.
9http://sable.github.io/soot/

10http://asm.ow2.org/
11http://github.com/sei-pku/Ison
12http://mutation-testing.org/
13http://www.javalanche.org/
14http://pitest.org
15http://www.evosuite.org/

tion engine for Java, JPF-symbc16, which has been widely
used in the literature [53, 41, 66]. However, JPF-symbc is
not directly applicable to our evaluation benchmarks due to
some limitations of symbolic execution. Thus, we omit the
empirical comparison with JPF-symbc.

3.2 Subjects, Faults, and Tests
In our experiments, we randomly chose 10 real-world Java

projects with different sizes of source code and tests from
the top-1000 most popular Java projects in GitHub in June
2015. We ensured that the selected subjects can be success-
fully processed by EvoSuite and Major. For each project,
we used its two continuous versions to simulate the real re-
gression testing scenario, and the new version is regarded as
the project under test.

For each project, we seeded mutants using Major to sim-
ulate faulty programs [26, 2]. Similar to previous work [34],
we randomly selected 200 mutants per-project. For the
project generating less than 200 mutants, we used all their
mutants. These mutants were viewed as faults in this study.

For each subject, we constructed a common test set for its
two versions to compare the outputs of the same test (follow-
ing Section 2.3). In particular, the original tests of the new
version were regarded as the base test set, from which we
removed the tests that cannot run through on the old ver-
sion. Then, we further removed the tests that produce non-
deterministic outputs in two steps: (1) we manually removed
the tests that will definitely produce non-deterministic out-
puts, e.g., tests that return the current time, and (2) we
automatically checked the remaining tests by running each
of them 5 times and comparing their outputs to ensure their
determination, as previous work does [49].

Table 1 shows the basic information of the subjects (i.e.,
the versions under test). “LOC”shows the number of lines of
executable source code calculated by LocMetrics17. “Tests”
refers to the number of tests actually used in the study.
“Ball/Bcov” refers to the total number of branches and num-
ber of branches that are covered by the tests. Mall/Mkill”
refers to the total number of mutants (or faults) and the
number of mutants that are killed by the tests. From the
table, we use subjects of various sizes, whose LOC ranges
from 258 to 23,293. Also, these subjects have various pro-
portion of covered branches as well as killed mutants.

Table 1: Subjects, faults, and tests
Subjects LOC Tests Ball/Bcov Mall/Mkill Ver.

cors-filter 1,198 72 146/138 195/122 1.0.1
digester 23,293 184 1,432/885 200/84 3.2
evo-inflector 465 4 26/19 105/54 1.2.1
gelfj 1,416 27 216/107 200/41 1.1.12
gson-fire 895 31 194/114 200/92 1.3.1
hashids 258 11 74/46 200/135 1.0.1
jackson 654 43 154/23 200/48 1.5.1
java-jwt 422 55 104/93 158/89 2.1.0
jopt-simple 4,292 640 378/368 200/144 4.4
scrypt 467 20 116/48 200/93 1.4.0

3.3 Independent Variables
We consider the following two independent variables:
IV1: Negation list. For each test, it may execute pro-

gram variants that are generated based on negating the con-
ditions of two kinds of branches: 1) branches uncovered by
the whole test set: 2) branches that are uncovered by this

16http://babelfish.arc.nasa.gov/trac/jpf
17http://www.locmetrics.com/
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test. We define the first collection of branches as VL (i.e.,
uniVersal negation List), which is the same for all the tests.
Similarly, we define the second collection as QL (i.e., uniQue
negation List), which is unique for this test alone. For VL,
the whole test set should be executed on the program un-
der test all together beforehand, to prepare for a universal
negation queue (i.e., storing the conditions that should be
negated for each branch in VL), and to generate a univer-
sal set of program variants. The program variants are then
executed by each test to collect outputs. For QL, each test
is executed against the program under test to prepare for
its own negation queue and program variants. The program
variants are executed by this test only. Note that the size
of VL is smaller and may be much smaller than QL since
the branches not executed by one test could be executed by
other tests in the suite.

IV2: Negation depth. We generate program variants
of different negation depth in our evaluation (more details
in Section 2.3). Note that as running program variants with
multi-depth would increase the cost of ISON , we set the
default configuration of ISON as using only the 1-depth-
negation program variants.

3.4 Measurements
To measure the effectiveness of ISON , we define the fol-

lowing measurements.
• Number and proportion of additionally executed

branches, which refer to the number of additionally
executed branches among the originally uncovered branches,
represented as BISON, and the proportion of addition-
ally executed branches against the originally uncovered
branches, represented as Bprop. These two measure-
ments indicate the branch coverage improvement (i.e.,
the ability of executing more branches) of ISON .

• Number and proportion of additionally detected
faults, which refer to the number of additionally de-
tected faults among those originally-undetected faults,
represented as MISON, and the proportion of addition-
ally detected faults against the originally-undetected
faults, represented as Mprop. These two measurements
indicate the fault detection improvement (i.e., the abil-
ity of revealing more faults) of ISON .

3.5 Procedure
In our experiments, we aim to evaluate how ISON per-

forms in executing the branches that the existing tests fail to
cover, and in detecting the faults that the existing tests fail
to detect. Therefore, we regard each undetected faulty ver-
sion (i.e., mutant) of each project as a program under test,
and apply ISON on it with the default configuration. In par-
ticular, first, for each faulty version, we run the tests against
it to collect the two kinds of negation lists (i.e., VL and QL),
and record the additionally executed branches and reported
different test outputs (i.e., the outputs checked by test as-
sertions). Second, to learn the impact of negation depth, we
further apply our approach with different negation depth
to the subjects that require further negation. Third, we
compare ISON with EvoSuite, a state-of-the-art traditional
automated test generation tool.

Similar to EvoSuite, the different behaviors would be caused
by either changes or faults. To investigate how many faults
ISON can help to detect, we differentiate faults from changes
in the following way: for each original new version before

mutation and its faulty version after mutation (i.e., the pro-
gram under test), we compare their outputs after negation.
If their outputs are the same, the reported different behav-
iors (i.e., between the variants of the two versions) are actu-
ally due to changes. Otherwise, they are due to the fault18.

At the same time, we make efforts to reduce two ma-
jor threats in the experiments. First, since ISON changes
the source code of the program under test, a threat is that
ISON may generate program variants with unreliable be-
haviors (i.e., a program variant may behave differently given
the same test input). To reduce this threat, we re-execute
each program variant with each test five times to make sure
that all their test outputs are reliable. Second, we also run
ISON on the original program of the new version to check if
ISON would report false alarms for correct programs. For
the negations that would generate unreliable behaviors or
false alarms, we abandon them, so that the experimental
results will not be affected (see more in Section 4.1.2).

3.6 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity. The threats to internal va-
lidity are mainly concerned with the potential faults in our
implementation. To reduce the threats, we used the widely
used Soot static analysis framework as well as the ASM byte-
code manipulation engine to implement ISON . Also, the
program variants generated by ISON may have unreliable
behaviors, which may affect the comparison results when
detecting faults. To reduce this threat, we re-executed each
program variant 5 times and compared their test outputs to
ensure that all the behaviors of program variants we used
are stable. In addition, we also carefully reviewed and tested
our implementation to ensure its correctness.
Threats to external validity. The main threat to ex-
ternal validity is that our findings may not be generalizable
to other programs, tests, and faults. To reduce this threat,
we randomly chose 10 real-world Java programs with origi-
nal JUnit tests from GitHub, and also used many mutation
faults to evaluate the test effectiveness. However, 10 subject
programs are still not representative of other programs. In
addition, although mutation faults have been shown to be
suitable for simulating real faults in software testing exper-
imentation [26, 2], our use of mutation faults may still pose
potential threats to external validity. Further reduction of
this threat requires more study on more subject programs
with real faults.
Threats to Construct validity. The main threat to con-
struct validity lies in the metrics that we used to assess
the effectiveness of the proposed technique. To reduce this
threat, we used the widely used branch coverage, as well as
fault-detection capability to measure the test effectiveness.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present and analyze the experimental

results to answer the four research questions.

4.1 RQ1: Overall Effectiveness

4.1.1 Effectiveness in Executing More Branches

Table 2 presents the effectiveness of ISON in terms of
branch coverage (on the original new version), where Col-

18In practice, however, the changes and faults have to be
differentiated manually, as the correct version is unknown.
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umn “Buncov” presents the number of uncovered branches,
Column “BISON” presents the number of branches executed
by ISON among“Buncov”, Column“Bprop”presents the pro-
portion of “BISON” against Buncov. In this table we do not
present the results of ISON with VL and QL separately be-
cause their results are equal for the studied subjects. Note
that in theory, ISON with VL and QL can have different
results since ISON with QL may negate more conditions for
each test and execute more additional branches through the
negation.

From the table, ISON additionally executes 5.3% to 80.0%
uncovered branches. On only one subject (i.e., jackson)
ISON executes less than 14.0% additional branches. We
checked the source code of jackson, and found that most
of its class files have 0% code coverage with the original
tests, which means that the sibling branches of most orig-
inally uncovered branches in jackson are also not covered.
Such condition is beyond ISON ’s capability. In summary,
ISON with the default 1-depth negation (using VL or QL)
performs well in executing uncovered branches.

Table 2: Effectiveness in branch execution
Branch execution results

Subjects Ball Buncov BISON Bprop

cors-filter 146 8 4 50.0%

digester 1432 547 318 58.1%

evo-inflector 26 7 1 14.3%

gelfj 216 109 55 50.5%

gson-fire 194 80 20 25.0%

hashids 74 28 17 60.7%

jackson 154 131 7 5.3%

java-jwt 104 11 4 36.4%

jopt-simple 378 10 8 80.0%

scrypt 116 68 43 63.2%

4.1.2 Effectiveness in Detecting More Faults

Table 3 presents the effectiveness of ISON in terms of fault
detection19, where Column “Munkill” presents the number
of faults undetected by the existing tests, Column “MISON”
presents the number of faults detected among Munkill with
ISON , and Column “Mprop” presents the proportion of ad-
ditionally detected faults against “Munkill”.

From the table, with VL, no more faults are detected for
cors-filter , java-jwt , or scrypt , while 1.8%∼30.8% faults are
additionally detected for the other 7 subjects. Also, with
QL, 5.3%∼69.6% faults are additionally detected.

In summary, ISON can detect additional faults with ei-
ther VL orQL. What’s more, compared with VL, ISON with
QL increases the same number of uncovered branches, but
detects more faults. The reason is that ISON with QL gen-
erates more program variants and strengthens more tests’
effectiveness. This finding further confirms a recent work on
test effectiveness [23] that code coverage does not necessarily
have strong relationship with fault-detection capability.

4.2 RQ2: Effectiveness on Individual Tests
According to the observations on Tables 2 and 3, ISON

with QL may significantly strengthen the fault-detection ef-
fectiveness of each test, as it focuses on making each test
cover more branches. In this section, we further investi-
gate the effectiveness of ISON (i.e., with QL) on an indi-
vidual test by randomly choosing 3 tests per subject and
running each test against each faulty version (as we did in

19The distribution and analysis of changes and faults can be
referred to in Table 4, Section 4.4.

Table 3: Effectiveness in fault detection
Fault detection results with VL

Subjects Mall Munkill MISON Mprop

cors-filter 195 73 0 0.0%

digester 200 116 22 19.0%

evo-inflector 105 51 8 15.7%

gelfj 200 149 5 3.4%

gson-fire 200 108 7 6.5%

hashids 200 65 20 30.8%

jackson 200 152 3 2.0%

java-jwt 158 69 0 0.0%

jopt-simple 200 56 1 1.8%

scrypt 200 92 0 0.0%

Fault detection results with QL

Subjects Mall Munkill MISON Mprop

cors-filter 195 73 15 20.5%

digester 200 116 22 19.0%

evo-inflector 105 51 8 15.7%

gelfj 200 149 9 6.0%

gson-fire 200 108 12 11.1%

hashids 200 65 25 38.5%

jackson 200 152 8 5.3%

java-jwt 158 69 33 47.8%

jopt-simple 200 56 3 5.4%

scrypt 200 92 64 69.6%
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Figure 4: Effectiveness in Strengthening Each Test

Section 4.1.2). Note that some tests may detect duplicate
faults (i.e., faults that other tests also detect) in this study.
To learn whether each test contributes to the total number
of detected faults, we also identify the number of unique
faults, i.e., faults that can only be additionally detected by
this test. The effectiveness results of individual tests are
shown in Figure 4. The top sub-figure shows the effective-
ness in terms of branches, where each bar represents a test,
the total height of each bar represents the total number of
executed branches with the help of ISON , and the height of
the green bars represents the number of executed branches
without ISON . The bottom sub-figure shows the effective-
ness in terms of fault detection, where the total height of
each bar represents the total number of detected faults with
the help of ISON , the height of the blue bars represent the
number of detected faults without ISON , and the height of
the green bars represent the number of unique faults that
cannot be additionally detected by other tests.

From the table, ISON does strengthen the effectiveness
of most tests. For example, for project cors-filter , with
ISON test t1 executes about 80% more branches, and de-
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1 private void processPayloadOptions(Map<String,
Object> claims, Options options) {

2 long now = System.currentTimeMillis() / 1000l;
3 ...
4

5 if (options.isJwtId())
6 claims.put(”jti”, UUID.randomUUID().toString());
7 }

Figure 5: Code snippet of java-jwt.
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Figure 6: Results with different negation depth

tects about 60% more faults. Furthermore, t1 also detects 5
unique faults that other tests cannot detect. In the future,
we will further investigate what types of tests tend to detect
more faults with ISON .

Besides, as we mentioned in Section 3.5, to reduce the
threats in our experiments, we removed the negations that
would generate unreliable behaviors beforehand. To illus-
trate, one such example for project java-jwt is shown in Fig-
ure 5. For this code snippet, none of the tests used in the
study covers the true branch of Line 5. To force these tests
execute Line 6, ISON negates condition options.jsJwtId().
This negation, however, triggers function randomUUID(),
inside which random bytes would be created and returned,
and then produce random outputs for the test inputs.

4.3 RQ3: Influence of Negation Depth
In this study, we aim to investigate how negation depth

affects the effectiveness of ISON . Especially, the same as our
last study, we investigate 8 projects excluding digester and
jopt-simple (i.e., due to the cost issue). Among the remain-
ing eight subjects, only cors-filter , gelfj , hashids, and jack-
son have uncovered branches that need multi-depth negation
(i.e., Lines 22 and 23 of Algorithm 2 always return empty
sets), so we present only the results of these 4 subjects.

Figure 6 shows how the numbers of additionally executed
branches (shown in the first sub-figure) and additionally de-
tected faults (shown in the second and third sub-figures,
with VL and QL respectively) increase as the negation depth
increases. For each sub-figure, the x axis represents nega-
tion depth. The number of points in each line represents
the deepest depth of each project. From the first sub-figure,
when the negation depth increases, no more additional branches
are executed for cors-filter ; for the other 3 subjects, the num-
ber of executed branches increases at first, then becomes
saturate. From the second and third sub-figures, when the
negation depth increases, the number of detected faults with
VL remains the same for all the 4 subjects. Considering
all the observations above, we get the conclusion that nega-
tion depth may affect the branch-execution effectiveness, but

barely affects the fault-detection effectiveness. One poten-
tial reason is that few faults exist in the branches that can be
executed through multi-depth negation. Another reason is
that when increasing a negation depth, ISON explores new
behaviors of the program, while the key program behaviors
may have been explored through during the first-depth nega-
tion, thus the remaining exploration becomes less useful.

4.4 RQ4: Comparison with the Traditional Ap-
proach

In this study, we compare ISON with a state-of-the-art
automated test generation approach: search-based test gen-
eration. In particular, we use the most widely used tool:
EvoSuite. Furthermore, we regard each faulty version that
is not detected by the existing tests as a program under test.

Under the scenario of regression testing, EvoSuite gen-
erates test inputs based on the old version, while regarding
the corresponding test outputs as the possible oracles. Thus,
when a test fails on a new version, it reports different be-
haviors between two versions, which may also be caused by
either changes or faults, and we use the same way to differ-
entiate faults from changes as introduced in Section 3.5.

In our experiments, we first use EvoSuite with the default
setup20 to generate tests on the old version, then run these
newly generated tests against each faulty version to collect
actual outputs (i.e., data checked in assertions) that can be
used to find different behaviors, and against the original new
version (before mutation) to collect the expected outputs
that can be used to differentiate whether the changes or the
faults induce the different behaviors.

The comparison results are shown in Table 4. Column
“Buncov” presents the number of branches uncovered by the
original test suite. “BEvo” and “BISON” represents the num-
ber of branches additionally executed by EvoSuite and ISON ,
respectively. “MEvo” represents the number of faults that
are additionally detected by EvoSuite. “MISON-VL” and
“MISON-QL” represent the numbers of faults that are addi-
tionally detected by ISON with VL and QL, respectively.
Moreover, the numbers inside the brackets represent the
number of faults that are detected by ISON but not by
EvoSuite. Column “Merged” lists the number of faults that
are additionally detected by either EvoSuite or ISON in
total. Columns “Change/Fault” show the total number of
different behaviors induced by benign changes and faults,
respectively, for both ISON and EvoSuite. Note that to
ensure the accuracy of each judgement with ISON , we only
manually checked every different behavior returned by ISON
with VL, and thus do not present the unconfirmed results
with QL (due to high time cost for such manual checking).

From the table, when considering branch execution im-
provement, EvoSuite performs better than ISON for 7 out
of 10 projects (i.e., except gelfj , hashids, and jopt-simple).
When considering fault detection improvement, for most of
the projects, EvoSuite detects more faults than ISON with
VL, but fewer faults than ISON with QL. What’s more,
ISON with either VL or QL detects many faults that Evo-
Suite missed. For example, for gson-fire, among the 108
faults unexposed by existing tests, EvoSuite detects 6 faults,
while ISON with VL detects 7 faults, all of which are not
detected by EvoSuite; ISON with QL detects twice as many

20We also tried the setup with doubled test-generation time
limit, and found that test-generation time does not have
much effect on the number of generated tests.
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Table 4: Comparison with EvoSuite
Branch Execution Fault Detection Change/Fault

Subjects Buncov BEvo BISON Munkill MEvo MISON-VL MISON-QL Merged EvoSuite ISON

cors-filter 8 8 4 73 1 0(0) 15(14) 15 0/9 0/0
digester 547 226 138 116 7 22(20) 22(20) 27 116/63 921/130
evo-inflector 7 4 1 51 9 8(0) 8(0) 9 0/77 0/16
gelfj 109 26 55 149 33 5(4) 9(8) 41 1271/60 0/17
gson-fire 80 20 20 108 6 7(7) 12(12) 18 1620/36 1/35
hashids 28 0 17 65 23 20(9) 25(14) 37 0/58 0/235
jackson 131 110 7 152 8 3(3) 8(8) 16 0/114 0/27
java-jwt 11 9 4 69 0 0(0) 33(33) 33 0/62 0/0
jopt-simple 10 4 8 56 30 1(0) 3(2) 30 168/188 0/1
scrypt 68 55 18 92 64 0(0) 64(0) 64 0/8 0/0

as faults as EvoSuite does. In summary, EvoSuite outper-
forms ISON in executing new branches, while ISON with
QL outperforms EvoSuite in fault detection for most of the
projects. The reason is that test coverage is not directly
related to fault-detection effectiveness, as shown in previous
work [23] and our motivating example. Besides, EvoSuite is
developed based on search-based test generation techniques,
and has challenges in choosing tests with the equal fitness
function, while ISON does not have this problem. Never-
theless, both ISON with VL and QL can be combined with
EvoSuite to further achieve stronger fault-detection capabil-
ity.

Furthermore, the results in this table indicate that both
EvoSuite and ISON have high proportion of changes for
some projects: EvoSuite has very high ratio of changes for
gelfj and gson-fire, we suspect the reason to be that a large
number of tests generated by EvoSuite are actually related
to the changes in these two projects; ISON has high ratio of
changes for digester , and we suspect the reason to be that
the changes in digester may be related to the newly executed
branches closely. It is worth mentioning that although many
different behaviors detected by automatic test generation
approaches or our approach are changes, these approaches
may still alleviate the burden of developers in assuring soft-
ware quality, as manually generating tests is quite a tedious
and laborsome task. According to the survey conducted by
Fraser et al. [14], 58 out of 72 developers think that there
is great need for test generation tools, and 48 out of 72
developers think that it is easier to confirm the program
behaviors than manually adding them to the tests. The
opinions above may also fit ISON . More discussion about
the detected changes can be referred to Section 5.1.

In general, ISON reveals additional faults compared with
EvoSuite. In practice, ISON can be applied in tandem with
existing automated test generation techniques (e.g., Evo-
Suite) to further reduce potential regression faults.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Cost
In regression testing, for the test generation approaches,

e.g., EvoSuite, the cost mainly lies in generating tests, run-
ning the newly generated tests, and manually confirming dif-
ferent behaviors21; for ISON , the cost mainly lies in creating
program variants, executing these variants, and manually
confirming different behaviors. Note that the cost of ISON
may be further reduced in many ways, such as generating
only effective program variants or prioritizing the execution
order of program variants, filtering tests based on program
variants, and executing program variants in parallel.

21To our knowledge, no current test generation tools can pro-
vide reliable oracles.

The same as EvoSuite, in regression testing, ISON re-
turns the different behaviors between the version under test
and its previous version, which may contain both faults and
changes. Note that the different behaviors due to program
changes can still be beneficial for software developers. For
example, they can help with program change comprehen-
sion, which can in turn help with program debugging or
preventing future bugs [12]. Even if the developers only aim
to detect faults, under which scenario the changes would be
regarded as false alarms or false positives, ISON can also
relieve their stress of assuring software quality according to
the work of Fraser et al. [14], as we discussed in Section 4.4.
Moreover, under this circumstance, ISON (as well as other
automatic test generation techniques) may be regarded as
providing a practical tradeoff aiming to seek more soundness
in ensuring the quality of software: to reduce the false neg-
atives (i.e., faults that are not reported), while allow some
false positives (i.e., alarms that are not faults).

5.2 Dimension
ISON opens new dimensions in the following aspects:
First, ISON expands the application scenario of mutation

testing. As discussed in the introduction, ISON checks if the
behaviors of program variants of one version are the same as
those of another version. The program variants are in fact
a kind of mutants that are generated by branch negation,
a traditional mutation operator. Also, isomorphic regres-
sion testing is proposed based on the hypothesis that the
behaviors of some program variants can be regarded as the
program’s extended behaviors, and thus can also be explored
to help detect faults. From this perspective, some behaviors
of the mutants (i.e., program variants) may be regarded as
another form of invariants [11, 66] – invariants that would
be held if the program is mutated in a specific way.

Second, ISON proposes a new kind of metamorphic rela-
tions [8, 58] and also contributes to the oracle problem. Tra-
ditional metamorphic relations refers to the relations among
the results of multiple executions of a program, with differ-
ent test inputs. In our approach, the relationship between
different execution results before and after negation of two
versions can also be regarded as a metamorphic relation.
Specifically, for the current version, for each test, we have
its output before negation t(P 0), and the output after nega-
tion t(P 0

m); equally, for the old program version, we have
t(P ) and t(Pm). t(P ) == t(P 0)&&t(Pm) == t(P 0

m) is a
metamorphic relation which is supposed to be satisfied for
a program with no changes and no faults.

Lastly, ISON can also be treated as a lightweight variant
of symbolic execution. Traditional symbolic execution [29, 9,
28] explores all the possible program paths to cover all the
possible program behaviors and then solves the path con-
straints with off-the-shelf constraint solvers. Similarly, our
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ISON also explores all the possible program paths. However,
our ISON does not require the expensive path constraint
solving since ISON directly negate the branch conditions to
force the exising test inputs to execute all the possible pro-
gram paths. Therefore, ISON can be treated as lightweight
symbolic execution without constraint solving.

5.3 Application
ISON has three major application scenarios: (1) to serve

as an enhancer of the existing tests alone; (2) to be applied
in tandem with test generation tools to enhance the existing
tests; (3) to serve as an enhancer of the tests generated
by test generation tools. The first two scenarios have been
evaluated in this paper. The third scenario will be further
investigated in our future work.

In particular, ISON can be applied in tandem with tra-
ditional automated test generation approaches considering
the following two aspects. First, ISON can deal with many
challenges faced by traditional automated test generation
approaches. For example, traditional symbolic execution
techniques usually have difficulty in dealing with program
paths related to library code, structurally-complex objects,
strings, arrays, loops, etc. [54, 55], while ISON is able to
handle all of them. Second, traditional automatic test gen-
eration approaches usually seek high code coverage and omit
some key tests that will reveal faults (i.e., as shown in our
motivating example), while ISON can help to explore more
behaviors of the program under test. Note that both ISON
and traditional automatic test generation approaches may
encounter code with non-determinism, i.e., code that would
generate different outputs during different executions due to
randomness or multi-thread. This threat can be removed by
executing the code multiple times to ensure reliable outputs.

6. RELATED WORK
Our work is mostly related to automatic test generation

and regression testing. Besides, our technique also belongs
to the work [42, 67, 52] that modifies the source code to
achieve better testing and debugging.

6.1 Automated Test Generation
Since writing tests manually can be tedious and expen-

sive, a huge body of research has been focused on auto-
mated test generation. Various techniques have been in-
vestigated for automated test generation, including random
generation [38], specification-based generation [3, 27], sym-
bolic execution [32, 28, 4, 65], search-based generation [12],
and so on. However, even state-of-the-art test generation
techniques still suffer from practical issues. Symbolic execu-
tion techniques are based on the expensive path constraint
solving, and are not applicable to certain programs with
hard-to-solve constraints and not scalable to large programs.
In addition, symbolic execution techniques also have trou-
bles in environment modeling as well as object creation [55].
Meanwhile, other techniques (e.g., random and search-based
test generation) struggle in covering all code elements of the
programs under test due to the unawareness of actual path
constraints. In fact, a recent study by Fraser et al. [15]
shows that there is not clear evidence that search-based test
generation techniques can help developers detect more pro-
gram faults. Furthermore, another study by Wang et al. [54]
demonstrates that symbolic execution is relatively less effec-
tive than manually-written tests on covering hard-to-cover

code and detecting faults. Also, the study shows that sym-
bolic execution is less effective than manually-written tests
on generating valid stucturally complex inputs and exploring
meaningful program behaviors. In contrast with existing ef-
forts on test generation, our ISON work opens a new dimen-
sion for automated testing – ISON avoids the limitations of
traditional automated test generation techniques by directly
utilizing and extending the existing manually written tests.

6.2 Regression Testing
Regression testing aims to test the new program version

more efficiently and effectively. Traditional work in regres-
sion testing, including test-suite reduction [51, 20, 18, 63],
test-case prioritization [57, 44, 45, 35, 46, 19], and test selec-
tion [43, 21, 37, 31], mainly manipulates existing regression
tests to find faults faster. For example, a typical test-case
prioritization technique [62, 57, 44, 45] reorders the tests
to execute the effective tests earlier in order to speed up
fault detection. Different from these traditional work, ISON
aims to improve the effectiveness of the existing tests rather
than run them more efficiently. More recent works on re-
gression test augmentation [56, 47, 40] are closely related to
ISON since they also aims to improve the effectiveness of
the regression test suite. Existing test augmentation tech-
niques usually use off-the-shelf test generation techniques,
e.g., symbolic execution [56, 39, 47, 40] and search-based test
generation [56], to augment the existing test suite. There-
fore, regression test augmentation suffers from the same is-
sues with the automated test generation techniques. In con-
trast, our ISON work does not require any additional test
generation, and can directly utilize the existing tests to im-
prove code coverage and fault-detection effectiveness.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed isomorphic regression test-

ing, which explores the behaviors of the program under test
by creating its variants (i.e., modified programs), instead
of generating tests. We also proposed the implementation
approach ISON , and evaluated ISON on 10 projects. The
results show that ISON is able to execute many uncovered
branches. We also compared ISON with EvoSuite. The re-
sults show that ISON detects a number of faults that Evo-
Suite fails to detect. In future, we will evaluate ISON on
more and larger projects, as well as on multiple faults (e.g.,
high-order mutants [24]) and real faults, and make compar-
ison with more automated test augmentation approaches
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